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Issued on June 6, 2022 

 

 

Regarding the list of questions that the Purchaser, Public Investment Management Office 

Belgrade, No. 11 Nemanjina street, have received from the potential bidders, concerning the 

procurement procedure: Procurement of equipment for Clinic for infectious and tropical diseases 

of the clinical center of Serbia, no. IOP/65-2022/UHI, we give you the following answers: 

Question for LOT 2: 

1. Stand for dry sterilizer: 

„In main construction of the stand consists of inox profile 30x30mm“ 

Question: Is it acceptable construction of the stand consists of inox profile 40x40x1,2mm? 

Answer:  It is acceptable  

 

2. Double-bowl sink 

„In main construction of the stand consists of inox profile 30x30mm“ 

Question: Is it acceptable construction of the stand consists of inox profile 40x40x1,2mm? 

Answer: It is acceptable 

„Two basin with dimension of 40x40x30mm“ 

Question: Do you meen two basin dimension 40x40x30cm? 

Answer: Dimension of one basin is 40x40x30cm 

 



3. Worktable with on sink 

„In main construction of the stand consists of inox profile 30x30mm“ 

Question: Is it acceptable construction of the stand consists of inox profile 40x40x1,2mm? 

Answer: It is acceptable  

„Basin dimension of 40x40x30mm“ 

Question: Do you meen basin dimension 40x40x30cm? 

Answer: It is acceptable  

 

4. Worktable with double doors 

„Supporting stracture stainless steel squere prfiles 30x30x1,2mm upstand thickness 15mm, complete 
with adjustable PVC legs, doble doors made in stanless steel, one inner shelf“ 

Question: Is it acceptable construction of the stand consists of inox profile 40x40x1,2mm? 

Answer: It is acceptable  

Question: What do you meed by „upstand thickness 15mm“? 

Answer: In Serbian it is „opšivna uzdignuta lajsna” 

 

Question: Is the worktable with swing or sliding doors? 

Answer: Worktable is with sliding doors. 

 



 

51. Plate, small,  stainless steel  18cm 

Question: Is it acceptable dimension of plate 19cm?  

Answer: It is acceptable 

 

55. Tray, stainless steel, 50x35 

Question: Is it acceptable dimension of tray 50x38cm? 

Answer: It is acceptable 

 

58. GN container with top cover,1.5 l 

59. GN container with top cover, 2.25 l 

Question: What is dimension (1/1, ½, 1/3..) and the deep (20mm,100mm,150mm...) of GN contatiner 
position 58 and 59 

Answer: It is not important which diemensions, just the requested volume  

 

 

Public Procurement Committee 

 
 


